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PREFACE. 

The literature embraced in this Dictionary covers a period of about one 
thousand years, and contains Hebrew and Aramaic elements in about equal pro- 
portions. The older Hebrew elements, which may conveniently be called the Mishiiaic, 
and can in part be traced back to the first, if not to the second, century B. 0. E., 
may be considered a continuation of the Biblical Hebrew-Biblical Hebrew tinged 
with Aramaisms. It is therefore apt to throw light: more directly than its successor, 
on many obscure words and passages in the Bible; nevertheless, the material for Biblical 
exegesis deposited in the later literature is an inexhaustible mine, which still awaits 
exploitation by sympathetic students. Besides the Mishnah and the Tosefta, the 
Mishnaic period embraces Sifra and SifrB, Mekhilta, and the older elements preserved 
in the Gemara, of which the prayers incidentally quoted are a very essential and 
interesting part. 

The later Hebrew elements in the Gemara and in the Midrashim lead down to the 
fifth and the eighth century respectively, and to a larger degree than the earlier Hebrew 
sections are mixed with Aramaic elements, and with foreign words borrowed from 
the environment and reflecting foreign influences in language as well as in thought. 
The Aramaic portions of the literature under treatment comprise both the eastern 
and the western dia1ects.l Owing to the close mental exchange between the 
Palestinian and the Babylonian Jews, these dialects are often found inextricably 
interwoven, and cannot be dis'tinguished lexicographically. 

The subjects of this literature are as unlimited as are the interests of the human 
mind. Religion and ethics, exegesis and homiletics, jurisprudence and ceremonial 
laws, ritual and liturgy, philosophy and science, medicine and magics, astronomy 
and astrology, history and geography, commerce and trade, politics and social 
problems, all are represented there, and reflect the mental condition of the Jewish 
world in its seclusion from the outer world, as well as in its contact with the 
same whether in agreement' or in opposition. 

1 For  these Aramaic elements the traditional (though admittedly incorrect) term Chaldaic (Ch., ch.) 
is retained in the Dictionary, wherever the designation is required for distinction from the corresponding 
Hebrew forms, 
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Owing to the vast range and the unique character of this literature, both as 
to mode of thinking and method of presentation, it was frequently necessary to 
stretch the limits of lexicography and illustrate the definitions by means of larger 
citations than would be necessary in a more familiar domain of thought. Especially 
was this the case with legal and with ethical subjects. 

Archaeological matters have often been elucidated by references to Greek and 
Roman customs and beliefs. 

The condition of the texts, especially of the Talmud Yerushalmi and of some of 
the Midrashim, made textual criticism and emendations inevitable, but the dangers 
of arbitrariness and personal bias had to be guarded against. Happily there were, 
in most cases, parallels to be drawn upon for the establishment of a correct text, 
and where these auxiliaries failed, the author preferred erring on the conservative 
side to indulging in conjectural emendations. For the Babylonian Talmud Raphael 
Rabbinowicz's Variae Lectiones was an invaluable aid to the author. 

The etymological method pursued in this Dictionary requires a somewhat fuller 
explanation than is ordinarily embodied in a preface.' 

The Jewish literature here spoken of is specifically indigenous, in which respect 
it is unlike the Syriac literature contemporary with it, which is mainly Christian, 
and as such was influenced, not only in thought but also in language, by the 
Greek and Latin tongues of the religious teachers of a people itself not free from 
foreign admixtures. Foreign influences came to Jewish literature merely through 
the ordinary channel of international intercourse. It is for this reason, if for no 
other, that the Jewish literature of post-Biblical days down to the ninth century 
may be called original. Hence it is natural to expect that, in extending the horizon 
of thought, it also extended its vocabulary on its own basis, employing the elements 
contained in its own treasury. 

Starting from such premises, the investigator had to overhaul the laws regulating 
the derivation of words whose etyrnology or meaning is unknown from known 
Semitic roots; every word of strange appearance had to be examined on its merits 
both as to its meaning or meanings and as to its origin; the temptation offered by 
phonetic resemblances had to be resisted, and the laws of word-formation common 
to all other original languages as well as the environment in which a word appears 
had to be consulted before a conclusion could be reached. The foremost among 
these laws is that a word is imported into one language from another with the 
importation of the article it represents or of the idea it conveys. Unless these 
conditions of importation are apparent, the presumption should be in favor of the 
home market. 

Take e. g. the word NUn9b and its dialectic equivalent NDiJbqN, which means 

1 The attempt to make *biliteral roots the basis for radical definitions of stems was found too 
cumbersome and too much subject to misunderstanding, and was therefore abandoned with the beginning 
of the third letter of the alphabet. 
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(a) a recess, an alley adjoining the market place to which the merchants retire 
for the transaction of business, also the trader's stand under the colonnade, and 
(b) an abscess, a carbuncle. The Latin semita, which since Musafia has been adopted 
as the origin of simta, offers hardly more than an assonance of consonants: a foot- 
path cannot, except by a great stretch, be forced into the meaning of a market 
stand; and what becomes of simta as abscess? But take the word as Semitic, and 
anb, dialectically =W~W' ,  offers itself readily, and as for the process of thought by 
which 'recess', 'nook', goes over into 'abscess' in medical language, we have a parallel 
in the Latiiz 'abscessus.' How much Latin medical nomenclature may have in- 
fluenced the same association of ideas among the Jews is a theme of speculation 
for students of comparative philology or of the physiology of language. 

A superficial glance a t  the vocabulary of this Dictionary will convince the 
reader that the example here given represents an extremely numerous class. The 
cases may not always be so plain, and the author is prepared for objections against 
his derivations in single instances, but the number of indisputable derivations from 
known Semitic roots remains large enough to justify the method pursued. 

The problem becomes more complicated when both the meaning and the origin 
of words are unknown. Such is the case e. g. with the word bM9BbN in t'he phrase 
(Num. R. s. 420) Y77W27 b193bH lB7ri, he turned the isperes and leaped. Levy, guided 
by Musafia, resorts to ayop6v, ankle; others suspect in it the name of a garment, 
are'ipos, a rare form for oneTpov. But the phrase itself and the context in which 
it appears indicate a native word, and this is found in the stem b'D, of which 
b ' lgb~ is an 'Ispeel' noun, that is to say, a noun formed from the enlarged stem 
bh,Db. As b71 or ZFlQ is the cloven foot, the latter being also applied to the human 
foot (SifrB deuteron&ny 2), so b>*Wfi is the front part of the foot, where the 
toes begin to separate. The -phrase'quoted is to be translated, 'he (David) inverted 
the front part of his foot', i. e. stood on tiptoe, 'and leaped' (danced). 

We meet with the same stem in the Aramaic, Hb9'lbCM. Referring to Lamentations 
111, 12, 'he has bent his bow and set me (literally: made me to stand) as a mark 
for the arrow', one Amora is recorded in the Midrash (Lamentations Rabbah a. I.) 
as having explained kammattara la!lets by Hb915bN3 NilVi3. Another is quoted as 
saying, 'like the pole of the archers (the Roman palus) a t  which all aim, but which 
remains standing.' What is Nn7'11? and what is Nb'l'lDbN? The medieva,l Jewish 
commentators frankly admit their ignorance. Musafia, however, reads N?3'1B, main- 
taining that he had found it in some editions, and refers to Latin parma, explajn- 
ing isp'risa as sparus, and t8ranslating, 'as the shield to the spear.' Ingenious, 
indeed! But on closer inspection this explanation is beset with intrinsic difficulties. 
To begin with, parma as shield does not appear in the Talniudic literature again, 
from which we may infer that i t  was not generally known to the Jews in their 

1 In fact where Pesnhim 50" has Nun-b w n ,  Tosefta Biccurim end, in Mss. Erfurt and Vienna, 
reads hu'lnu *?an, which is obviously a corruption of aun'lw, the pure Hebrew form for the Aramaic K V i P b .  
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coi~lbats with the Romans. Furthermore, the spu~us is a small hunting spear never 
used in battle to aim against the warrior's shield. As the entire passage in 
the Midrash quoted conveys the purpose of the interpreters to explain the Biblical 
text by rneans of a hopular illustration, the Amora reported to have used this 
expression would have utterly missed his object, had he employed foreign and 
unfamiliar words, when he might have used plain words like ~?3'i'l> 13?15, or their 
Aramaic equivalents. If, furthermore, it is taken into consideration that editio Buber 
of Lam. R., in agreement with the Arukh, reads 1%'l?gN Inhi 1227 for 'la* i n ,  thus 
distinctly referring to Babylonian authorities, the supposition of foreign origin for 
ND712 and Nb%?BbN falls to the ground.' But, on tshe other hand, take ND*?BbH 
as an 'Ispeel' noun of the stem b?B, and it means 'that which is to be cloven', 
i. e. the log, corresponding to the Hebrew hYp>. What is sn'I'I3, or N'I1?B, again 
on the assumption that it is a home word? The root D'l> like D'lb means to 
divide, to split2, and burma or rather bor'ma is 'the splitter', i. e. the wedge used 
to split the log. The Amora quoted in the Midrash therefore rneans to say that 
Israel, although the target of hostile attacks, is what the wedge is to the log: the 
wedge is struck, but the log is split. The other Amora quoted expresses the 
same idea by a different metaphor: 'as the pole of the arrows', and likewise a 
third, who lays stress on 9332'1, 'he caused me to stand', in the sense of enduring. 
An analogous expression to N'I1111 is Nbi23~ (Pales of a h ) ,  with which Targum 
renders the same Hebrew word (t?'lW) that forms the subject of comment in the 
Midrash just referred to (I Samuel XX, 20). 

The following lines are intended to give some specimens of such extension of 
roots, both Hebrew and Aramaic, as have not been recognized heretofore, or, if 
recognized, have not been applied to their full extent. 

Ithpaal or Ithpeel nouns in Aramaean and Aramaicized Hebrew, and Hithpael 
nouns in Hebrew are too well known to require more than mere mention. Formations 
like ~ " l h n W ,  73s33nW, K93?bS8 are recognized on their face. Except for the preconceived 
notions concerning the nature of the Talmudic vocabulary, it would seem no more 
than natural that the Mishnaic ~ ' ~ D s N  or h*Sbb~ (Yorna VII, 1) should be an enlarge- 
ment of n%, i. e. an Ithpaal noun of 3 k ,  and 8 5  n h s a  merely a synonym of 
@ in in the same Mishnah, meaning 'covering', i. e. a suit of clothes, whereas 
the plainer form n93a is used for cloak or sheet. From among the vocables 
reclaimed for the Semitic store on the same principle, one more may be mentioned 
here. H72UY'N or NDt3DsN is a derivative of DDY, and, as such, a phonetic and actual 
equivalent of the Biblical ;1FS, and the meaning of the Hebrew word should be 
learned from its well-defined Aramaic representative: lsomething which restrains the 

1 That Arukh ed. Kohut and Buber in  Lam. R. read NnYBbK, with n for b, cannot be taken into 
consideration in view of the numerous evidences in favor of Ntmsbn. 

2 Compare Targum I Chronicles V, 12, ~n125n '073, 'a portion of the kingdom' and the particle tr?> 

'besides', and B'rakhoth 3ga *n*% lh3VaiP, $he chopped them into pieces.' 
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flying locks' (Sabbath 57"), i. e. a hair-band worn, as we further learn from the 
discussion concerning ist'ma, under the hair net or cap. To uncover the ;7?X (Isaiah 
XLVII, 2) therefore means to throw off the matron's head-cover and appear as 
a slave. The variant 'uDM for IaYN in these forms is a common phenomenon in 
Talmudic orthography. 

In connection with this noun formation it may not be out of place to note 
that Ithpaal or Ithpeel nouns sometimes drop the initial Aleph, in which case they 
may resume the regular order of consonants, which is inverted in the verb. Thus 
NPtlZb (M'nahoth 41") is formed from PWYN, the Ithpaal of p7Y, 'to justify one's self' 
(compare Genesis XLIV, 16), and means justiJication, excuse. Another Np'rYb is formed 
from the root P'rb, and means split, breaking through, dawbage (Baba Kamma 56"). 
13Sb (Gittin 86") is an Ithpeel noun of 7;7S (=7t7~), and means a shining white spot, 
a suspicious symptom of leprosy; and, indeed, Alfasi reads 1;7Y.' The Mandaic 
dialect offers analogies to these formations (see Noeldeke, Mand. Gramm. 5 48, sq.). 

The enlargement of stems by the prefix U is well known in the Aramaic Shafel, 
but evidences of this same process are to be met with also in classical Hebrew. 
We have yp and ypU, y7a and yaa ,  333 and iu33lo, and many more. More 
frequent is the use of the prefix h for the formation of verbal nouns, as ;7>4~, 
;7277n, &c. Such verbal nouns may again become the basis for the formation df 
nomiial verbs, as 33bnt7, 'to pray', which only by a stretch of the imagination 
can be explained as a plain Hithpael. So also YY57h?, 'to shout' (Ps. LXV, 14; 
LX, 10; CVIII, lo), is to be taken as a derivative of 3277~. The Talmudic Hebrew 
offers these formations in abundance, as 3 9 n ~ q  from nkfin, o?; from 3;?1R (see 
Abraham Geiger, Die Sprache der ~ i s chnah ;  7). 

On this principle of enlarged stems many words in this Dictionary have been 
regained from foreign origin for Semitic citizenship, e. g. bi7h, 'shield', and its 
derivatives in Hebrew and Aramaic, Nn37U and (see the Dictionary s. vv.). 

The letter b is an equivalent of U in the Shafel forms in the later Hebrew 
as in the Aramaic; hence words like 37b, Pie1 371 from 37; 331b from 337; 531b 
from 337; p70, 'to be empty', from P7, and many more. 

A further development of Safe1 stems consists in formations which for con- 
venience' sake may be defined as 'Ispeel' nouns, of which the aforementioned 
d7'DbN and Nb3y3bN may serve as examples. 

The same letters, lo, h, D, and also T, are used as intensive suf ies .  The Biblical 
UDb7 and Tw'\D have been explained by some as enlargements of qb7 (= 3b7) 
and W1D respectively. Be this as it may, the Talmudic Hebrew and the Aramaic 
possess such intensive suffixes. b2% belongs to 713, 'to crush, grind, scrape', and 
the various significations of this enlarged stem and its derivatives can easily be 
traced back to the fundamental meaning (see Dict. s. v. b27D I and 11). Only to 

1 See Dictionary s. V. ~lh?fu for an explanation of the misinterpretation which the word has suffered 
at the hands of commentators. 

B 
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one derivative of b2'Ib reference may here be made. hb27BN is 'the grinder', i. e. the 
hopper in the mill, and were it not for the tenacious prejudice in favor of foreign 
etymologies, no scholar would ever have thought of resorting for the original of 
ufarkheseth to  np6~oocr or ipnaS, neither of which has any connection with the 
grinding pr0cess.l 

For words with suffixed 'r the reader is referred to  f'5~k4 and k4775bp as specimens. 
Enlargements by suffixed '1 have been recognized in fp7D and t9p7DN. More 

frequent is the formation by prefixed "1, originally the demonstrative or relative 
pronoun. In the Dictionary these forms are designated as Difel, Dispeel, or Dithpeel 
nouns. The well-known 8n92'r in the form of '7 73n927 for 'the wife of' furnishes 
the key for the explanation of words like N'lnri'77, N'2Yn729-r (Targum Isaiah XXIII, 13; 
XXX, 2, for Hebrew 7 5 ~ ~ ) ;  Nh7pb9Nt, contracted Nn7pb97, an enlargement of NMp, 
'private town, settlement'; Nphm97 and Nphb9t, a denominative of NpE, 'handle of an 
axe' (Syr. k4phb8 and ~ ~ h b 7 ) ;  'll'inb9 (Sabb. 48"), 'shreds of a, turban' (Ms. M. 'WID), 
and many more. 

5 as a formative suf$x appears in classical Hebrew, as h 7 3 ,  5?in &c. (See 
Gesenius Thesaurus sub littera 5.) Of Talmudic Hebrew there may be mentioned 
here 57?.N, 5??2 (from 17N, 379, to knit, interlace), meaning sieve, from which the 
verb 53<* ( 5 2 ~ ) ~  to sif. Correspondingly the Aramaic N517N, k453~,  is sieve, the verb 
5 a ~ ,  to' sift, shake, 5 3 ~ ,  to confound (compare the metaphor in Amos IX, 9), and 
1lk4517~, mixed multitude. 

It would have been superfluous to refer here to that well-known enlarge. 
ment of stems by suffixed 5, were it not that even for so common a utensil as a 
sieve foreign languages have been ransacked, and arb'la or hrb'la has been found 
in the Latin cribellum. The enlarged stem 5 3 7 ~  finds a further extension in 517b, 
for which verb and its derivatives the reader is referred to the Dictionary itself. 

Reduplications of entire stems or of two letters of triliteral stems are well 
known, But there appear also reduplications of one letter employed for enlargement. 
~ h h ' i . ? = ~ h h ~ > ,  N17?=N2717, h 9 ~ 9 ~ 5 = h ~ 5 ~ 5 ,  which may be explained as contractions, 
find a counterpart in N3hW7, thresher or grist-maker, which is a reduplication of ~ ' 1 7  

or WU7. 
These red~plicat~ions are especially remarkable for the transpositions of the 

radicals with which they are frequently connected. The stem 9333 appears as a 
reduplication of N93, in the sense of lowing, roaring, and figuratively of longing 
for and howling against. But i t  also occurs as a transposition of 3939, a reduplication 
of 313, with the meaning of rolling around. 5~57.4 from 5572, interchanges with 0 5 ~ 5 ,  

1 This nb>im has nothing in common with b ) D i ~  (tippsra5=S8pbp.rraE, kp.rrCy~ov), 'the waterclock', which 
appears in Gen. 3%. s. 4. I n  Kelim XIV, 6, and XXX, 4, where a metal harpax and a glass harpax are 
respectively mentioned, the Arukh has preserved the correct reading ~ ~ D Y R ,  where the editions have 
b>?an. The latter reading has misled the commentators into identifying the word with hbmaa, and it forced 
Uaimonides, who realized the difficulty of a 'glass hopper', to assume the meaning of a hopper-shaped 
vessel, a funnel, 



signifying to talk against, murmur: b2b2, apocopated qQ>, is a transposition of 7b5b. 
5 ~ 5 r ~  interchanges with ~ 5 ~ 5  in the nouns 3 1 ~ 5 ~  and k ~ 5 ~ 5 ,  with their Aramaic 
equivalent N R W ~ ~ W ~ ,  and in the contracted forms h 9 ~ 9 ~ 5  and R ~ ~ 7 ~ 5 w . l  

It need scarcely be said that these outlines of Talmudic etymology by no 
means exhaust the subject. They have been given a place here for the purpose 
of showing the basis upon which the work has been constructed, and as a justification 
of the author's deviation from the views hitherto prevailing on the subject under 
consideration. 

A few remarks on FOREIGN WORDS in the literature which for the sake of 
brevity is here called Talmudic, may not be out of place in this preface. 

The intercourse between the Jews of the Talmudic ages with Greek and Latin 
speaking gentiles was not only that of trade and government, but also of thought 
and ideas. Along with the apostles and teachers of young Christianity, and even 
before their time, Jewish champions of religion and morality lectured in the 
private rooms of princes and princesses, noblemen and matrons. Instances of 
intimate association of prominent Jewish teachers with emperors, kings, philo- 
sophers, and scholars and their families are related in the Talmudic records in 
numbers large enough to account for the adoption of words like pliilosophy, astrology, 
epilogue, &c., not to speak of such terms as were borrowed by the Jews together 
with the objects or ideas which they represent. A footstool was called lzypo- 
podion, a tablet pinax; the profligate gourmand's emetic taken before meals, or 
rather between one stage of the banquet and the other, was called by its jocular 
name d m o x o r ~ a ~ i C ~ t v  (to play the cottabus), and adopted in the general medical 
sense; and so forth. 

This accounts for the large number of Greek and Latin vocables in the so- 
called Jerusalem Talmud grown up under the Greco-Roman influences of the Czesars, 
and more still in those Targumim and Midrashim which were compiled in the 
Byzantine empire. The Agadah, taking its illustrations from the daily environment, 
speaks of C ~ s a r ,  Augustus, duces, polernarchi, legiones, rnatrona, schola, &c., -while 
in legal discussions the institutions of the governments, in so far as they influenced 
or superseded the Jewish law, had to be called by their foreign names. Agornnos.lzos 
and agronomia, angaria and parangaria, epimeletes, epitropos, bul6, and innumerable 
other terms were embodied i11 the Jewish vocabulary, although not always dislodging 
their Hebrew or Aramaic equivalents. 

Owing to copyists' mistakes and acoustic deficiencies of transmission in distant 
ages and countries in which these foreign words were but vaguely understood, the 
student has on this point to contend with a vast number of corruptions and 
glossators' guesses a t  interpretation. In  most cases, however, these corruptions are 
recoverable through the medium of correct or differently corrupted parallels. 

1 See Jastrow, Transposed Stems, Drugulin, Leipzig 1891, and the Dictionary under the re- 
spective words. 

R *  
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q1n3'173N (31n273N, '73'18, Gittin 20a), not recognized by the commentators, and probably 
no longer understood by the Babylonian Rabbis, who received the word from 
Palestine together with the legal subject with which it is connected, fortunately 
finds a parallel in a worse copyist's corruption in the Jerusalem Talmud, namely 
b"3NSb P1911;7 (Yer. Gittin IT, 45d), and both in Napmn (Treatise Abadim, ed. Kirch- 
heim, ch. IT). A combination of these corruptions together with an examination 
of the subject under discussion leads to vindicta or vindicatio(-nis) (see RQvue des 
~ t u d e s  Juives, 1883, p. 150). It should be said, however, that this is one of the 
worst corruptions the author has met with. 

Another class of corruptions owes its existence to the natural tendency to 
adapt foreign words to the organic peculiarities of the people. The people pro- 
nounced Andrianos or Andrinos more easily than Hadrianos; unkeanos was more 
congenial than okeanos, agard'mos and agromos are popular mutilations of agoranomos; 
~pqaab and ~ 3 ~ 7 2 3 2  are organic transformations of lectica; although the correct forms 
Hadrianos, okeanos, &c. are by no means infrequent (see Collitz, The Aryan Name 
of the Tongue, in 'Oriental Studies', Boston, 1894, p. 201, note). 

Otherwise the foreign consonants are transliterated as faithfully as can be 
expected with national organic peculiarities as different as the Aryan and the 
Semitic. Transpositions of rd and dr, frequent even in Hebrew or Aramaic home- 
words, or sch for x (chs), need hardly surprise any one. Thus ~93'1713 and 83371i7 
go side by side with ~~32~17k4, for hydraulis; l'ISbSPD stands for xenium; WUb'IbSt7 
for dyschistos, and so forth. 

As to vowels, the Greek -q and the Latin 8 are, as a rule, represented by ', 
the Greek oi by 'I or 37, whereas the Greek eo frequently appears as 1': The Greek o 

and the Latin u keep their place as midway between vowels and consonants, SO 

that they may be transcribed by 9 ,  'I, or 3. The last is especially the case in 
diphthongs, so that 0~23'11 is met with alongside of bb'1lh2, and bb'193'13 for 
flouharj-c-qs. 

Short vowels, except in cases of heavy accumulations of consonants, are most 
frequently ignored. This omission of vowels, congenial as it is to the Semitic spirit, 
means a loss of soul to the Aryan words, and offers difficulties not easily overcome. 

The laws of transliteration of Greek and Latin loanwords are exhaustively 
treated in Samuel Krauss, ,,Griechische und Lateinische Lehnwiirter in Talmud, &c." 
(Berlin, S. Calvary & Co., 1898). It is to be regretted that the proclivity to find 
Latin and Greek in words indisputably Semitic has led tthe author into a labyrinth of 
fatal errors. 

Persian words are now and then eqcountered in the Talmud as remnants 
of the first period after the Babylonian exile, when the new Jewish commonwealth 
was organized under the Persian empire, and more still as modern arrivals of the 
time when Babylonia grew to be the centre of Jewish lore. 

Arabic elements of direct importation, barring explicit linguistic references, 
came along wit,h Arabic objects of trade, but there should be a considable reduction 
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from the number hitherto accepted in Talmudic lexicography. The Hebrew and 
Aramaic of the Talmudic period had little to learn from a people which after the 
close of the Talmudic era became the world's teacher. 

The difficulties besetting the study of Talmud and Midrash will be overcome 
in the degree in which modern scholars will take it up for philological and 
archzological purposes as adjuncts of those who are too much engrossed in its 
practical and doctrinal side to allow themselves time for what seems to them 
unessential. But even what has been heretofore rediscovered, as it were, thanks to 
the labors of Leopold Zunz, Samuel Loeb Rapaport, Heinrich Graetz, Zacharias 
Frankel, Michael Sachs, Solomon David Luzzatto, Abraham Geiger, M. Joel, Joseph 
Perles, Alexander Kohut, and a host of others, is enough to prove the marvellous 
familiarity of the Rabbis with the events, institutions, and views of life of the world 
outside and around their own peculiar civilization. What is moire, we have been 
familiarized with the philosophical impartiality and sober superiority with which 
they appreciated what was laudable and reprehended what was objectionable in 
the intellectual and moral condition of the 'nations of the world', as they called 
the gentile world around them; kings and empires, nations and governments, public 
entertainments and social habits, they reviewed through the spy-glass of pure mono- 
theism and stern morality. 

In conclusion, the author begs to state his indebtedness to Jacob Levy's 
Targumic and Neo-Hebrew Dictionaries, where an amount of material far exceeding 
the vocabularies of the Arukh and Buxtorf's Lexicon Hebraicum et Chaldaicum 
is accumulated, which alone could have encouraged and enabled the author to 
undertake a task the mere preparation for which may well fill a lifetime. 

Thanks are also rendered here for the munificent subventions which enabled 
the author to publish a work by its nature requiring great pecuniary sacrifices. 
To the list of subscribers mentioned on the title sheet of the first volume, the follow- 
ing should be added: Mr. Emanuel Lehman, Mr. Louis Stern, the Honorable Isidor 
Straus, the Honorable Oscar S. Straus, all of New York, and Judge Mayer Sulzberger 
of Philadelphia (additional subscription). It gives the author considerable pleasure 
to place among the subscriptions a gift of the school children of the Congregation 
Rodef Shalom of Philadelphia, on the occasion of the seventieth birthday of its 
Rabbi Emeritus. 

The author also expresses his gratitude to the friends who have assisted him 
in the arduous task of proof reading, among whom special mention is due to 
Miss Henrietta Szold, of Baltimore. He also acknowledges his obligation to the 
Rev. Dr. 8. Mendelsohn, of Wilmington, N. C,, for the index of Scriptural citations 
appended to this work, a contribution which, the author is confident, will be 
welcomed by all Biblical students. 

The religious sentiments inspiring the author a t  the completion of his labors 
of five and twenty years are too sacred to be sent abroad beyond the sanctuary 
of heart and home. 

Philadelphia, May, 1903. MARCUS JASTROW 



Hebrew or Aramaic Abbreviations 
in  Talmud and Midrash, including abbreviations of the most frequently occurring 

names of Rabbis. 

7 ' 'uh~ ' ~ = h a i  hinu ~ h -  )nN 
3"i.q3 bN 
5"N=15 lnK, bh3 ?'mu, 1nN 

a+, 13 iinN 80. 
l"n3 i]"5N=b~h>K (in bene- 

dictions) 
h"nbkb5lYh 750 1>3h3~ (in 

benedictions) 
>"+'In> 'IN 
Y"~=inxY n N ,  has4 n ~ ,  h~ 

lnrP 
ir'YN=3a 59 RN 

r1bei39b~ 
X"N=7'IlY 1-8, )'I397Y i'K &G. 

p " ~ = ~ i p  7nK 
lV3PN= lYllYn3 13Wli) 1 W K  

131Yl (in benedictions) 
l"bk'I31 lnN, 31 1nK 
W"bk'I9bW 'IRK 
n " k v p ' n  3s 
3 n ~ = i n i 5  3rn-n aK 
s"3=bI~  933  

9"~3=/9~ hhK 7113, (in bene. 
dictions) 

3"3=Klh3 N33 
3"3=1= 12 

T"x=9N3T 72 
tVrn2=arh ~'mia 
hU3=3lh 593 
h"3=b*V 9592 
9">5NlWl 933 
p"nh1¶=pvnh2 
3 ' f k n v a ~  mi3 
n1'3:=b1pn 533 
n"n2=hl>lTn 1Sn N112 (in 

benediction) 
n"nkl3Wa ha3 
~"3kb)IU jhV3 
h"3kh93h 393 
J"Y3=lh12 5 ~ 3  
b"Y3=hD 5 ~ 3  
bU3=9lD Nll3(in benediction) 
K'hD>hnlNh 9% Nll3 (in 

benediction) 
Ywhb==yYh 9% Nll3 (in 

benediction) 

'h=hlh*, read a l N  
h1'3h=h"3?h 
Y"2h=)3'PBY .IN722 N3h 
l"h=Val 93-a 
h"h=lb.lh Klh 
l"hk=3lh3l Klh N1h 
TVh=hl 'Ilh, 11 'I'm 
5"h=h93 hlh, 133 hih 
3"3h=in*n5 a95 nih 
n1'n5h=*39Bn nun5 h33h 
n"h=l$*n 
NWlnh=l9K hNl 9 8 9  19h 
h"mh =1%9 lV2tI72 N-Ylnh 

h'Klh 
>"fl=va> 13h 
n">h=n"h 

qai=lnlii=&c. 
N"h1=1?2N lh l  

h"'~ = ~ Y W Y  h3lnlt) (bene- 
dictions) 

U"'I=:lu bl" 
ri*=hlh9, read 1 3 l N  
lVh%'tYlh 1x9 
U"%~:lU 1%- 



XvI HEBREW OR ARAMAIC ABBREVIATIONS 

h"l=7"hl 
-"hi=?-hsh nlwi 
lvhl=b12lh nlW1 
p"rnkm1pn hi1 
1"5=~19 21 
n l ' i=~ln  W K ~  
n"F;N>Dh '7 
U"l=jlbl~ '1 
-"k9wia-/il j>ni- /iJ mi- '7, 

5 ~ ~ n w -  '1 
;"a-i=-wl 13 pni- pi 
Y2-7=-13 13 swlh- '1 
5"l=wb73 W-1 
n"?=i-~n '7 
>"t=hlnn2 '1, jnR> 21 
9"1=N2lp9 '1 

b"l=NbP 21 
U8'7=j19nU) "I, hGU 21 
N " ~ u ~ = ~ I P ~ N  12 jlYn0 '1 
)1"3wi=5~-3n3 p 1i9nw 121 

U " ~ = N ~ ~ Y U  l N 7 2  

l"h3n=hnl1 iaih ha5 5wa 
nM3n=hw9n ~3 nirg 
n"n=bl?n k n  
hunn=b133nh 133n 75x1 
>an=-iwm hgn 
>"n=7wb> hn 
n"mn=-3va -33 N>n 
DVn=72b l n  
3r"n=hltry nwn 
u"~n=b8iu byw9n 
i"sk1lwni iw9n 
w"Y'O=s>Y) i w y n  
b"9n=h¶U) 219p 
h"91n=915~h 1-39 13-31 hwn 
w"n=wUsin 
U"~=N>U - ~ n  
>"~wn=j> ~-RIU nn 
h"~n=-3h blwn 
nwn=hi?h ~ h n  

List of Abbreviations. 

1"h>Lhlh b31~ 
i"m=y7h 1-9 
3";119=2"h~ 
t"al~=;"t19 
t,'9=r1i; 31129 
9"9=117 $3 

;:;;]=,la bl- 379 

S19=7N3 19 
~"'=7nii3 39, tnia 59 &c. 
b"i>~ = nihni b ~ ¶ i >  i n v ,  

~ 2 1 ~ )  ~1129 
n"~=n>n 59 
1"99=hll 31129 1219, 71219 
5"9=7p 59 
U"9 = bW jl-Y (glossator's 

note) 
U"Y=DW 59 
w " Y = ~ ~ w  2%' 
~ " b = n n ~  b9b 

a.=and. 
a. e.=and elsewhere. 
a. fr.=and frequently. 

Ar.=Arukh (Talmudic Lexicon by R. 
Nathan Romi). 

Ar. Compl.=Arukh Completum ed. 

nV2Wl=N*b>n j¶ jlYnW '1 
lf'W=b*nl kbbbW 
ll'Kk-nl 1-bw 
3">hW=ll272 h-h> 5 3 h ~  ( ~ n  

benediction) 
w"h~=b'li-wh 7-w 
n"~=b>h 'In'Iw 
nuat=21h law 
nPu=h>-n gnu 
'3U=lnK3V) 
9"W = Rld9 h>lnW (bene- 

dictions) 
~"C=hallb hlU 
i"bw=b-n1 hisbw 

a. l.=ad locum. 
a. v. fr.=and very frequently. 
Ab.=Aboth (Mishnah). 
Ab. d'R. N.=Aboth d'Rabbi Nathan (a 

late Talmudic treatise). 
Ab. Zar.=Abodah Zarah (Talmud). 
abbrev.=abbreviated or abbreviation. 
add.==additan~enta(HosafahtoPesik.R.) 
adj.=adjective. 
adv.=adverb. 
Ag.Hatt.=Agadoth hat-Torah (quoted 

in Rabbinowicz V a r i ~  Lectiones). 
Alf.=Alfasi (Hilkholh Itabbenu Alfasi). 
Am.=Amos. 

I L I " I U = ~ - ~ W  imw 
w"w=b'nU bW 
n"U = h h n  9nlW (bene- 

diction) 
hr'n=n"hn 
n"nz7i1h n3bn 
nUhn=b-nnh n - '~n  
nun = b>n 17n5n1 917n3n 

b-nm 
3"klnl5 lin5n 
h">~=i3h -n> N->n 
pVn=Nnp N>n 
l"k i>21 l>n 
wl'n=Ynrl) Nn 
n"wr=ns-pn b-law 29-pn 
n l 'n~hi in  iin3n 

Alexander Kohut, Vienna 1878-85. 
Arakh.=Arakhin (Talmud). 
artsarticle. 
B. Bath.=BabaBathra (Talmud), v.Kel. 
b. h.=Biblical Hebrew. 
B. Kam.=BabaKarnma(Talm~d)~v.Kel. 
B.Mets.=Baba ~ ' t s i ' a  (Talmud), v.Kel. 
B. N.=Beth Nathan (quoted in Rab- 

binowicz Varia Lectiones). 
Bab.=Babli (Babylonian Talmud). 
Bart.=Bartenora, Bertinora (com- 

mentary to Mishnah). 
beg.=beginning. 
Beitr.=BeitrSigB zur Sprach- und Alter- 

thumsforschung, by Michael Sachs, 
Berlin 1852-54, 2 vols, v. Berl. a. 
Hildesh. 

Bekh.=B'khoroth (Talmud). 
Ber.=B1rakhoth (Talmud). 
Berl.= Berliner (editor of Targum 

Onkelos). 
Berl. Beitr.=Berliner Beitrlge zur Geo- 

graphie und Ethnographie Baby- 
loniens, Berlin 1884. 

Bets.=Betsah (Talmud). 
B'huck.=B'$ukkothay (a pericope). 
Bicc. =Biccurim, Bikkurim (Mishnah 
bot.=bottom of page. [and Tosefta). 
B9resh.=B'reshith (name of e pericope). 
B'shall.=B'shalla$ (name of a pericope). 
c.=common gender. 



Cant.=Canticum (Song of Songs). 
Cant. R.=Canticum Rabbah (Midrash 

Shir hash-Shirim or  Hazitha). 

\=Chaldaic. 
Ch. 
Chron.=Chronicles, Book of. 
cmp.=compare (mostly referring to 

association of ideas). 
comment.=commentary or commen- 

taries. 
comp.=compound or composed. 
contr.=contracted or contraction. 
contrad.=contradistinguished. 
corr.=correct. 
corr. acc.=correct accordingly. 
corrupt.=corruption. 
Curt. Griech. Etym.=Curtius Griechi- 

sche Etymologie. 
Dan.=Daniel, Book of. 
Darkhe Mish.=Frankel, Hodegetica in 

Mishnanl, Leipzig 1859 (Hebrew). 
def.=defining or definition. 
Del.=Delitzsch, Friedrich. 
Del. Assyr. Handw.=Delitzsch As- 

syrisches Handworterbuch, Leipzig 
1896. 

Del. Proleg. = Delitzsch Prolegomena 
eines neuen Hebraisch-Aramaischen 
Worterbuchs &c. 

Dem.=D'mai (Mishnah, Tosefta a. 
denom.=denominative. [Y'rushalmi). 
Der. Er.=Derekh Erets (Ethics, a late 

Talniudic treatise, Rabbah [the 
great], Zuta [the small]). 

Deut.=Deuteronomy, Boolr of. 
Deut. R.=Deut,eronomy Rabbah (Mi- 

drash Rabbah to Deut.). 
=different interpretation or 

$ f e r j  dieerently interpreted. 
dimiu.=diminutive. 
Du.=Dual. 
ed.=edition or editions (current edi- 

tions, opposed to manuscripts or 
especially quoted editions). 

Ed.=Eduyotli (Mishnah and Tosefta). 
ellipt.=elliptically. 
Erub.=Erubin (Talmud). 
esp.=especially, 
Esth.=Esther, Boolr of. 
Esth. R.=Esther Rabbah (Midrash 

Rabbah to Esther). 
Ex.=Exodus, Book of. 
Ex. R.=Exodus Rabbah (Midrash 

Rabbah to  Sh'moth). 

explan.=explanation. 
Ez.=Ezekiel, Book of. 
F l ~ F l e i s h e r ,  appendix to Levy's Tar- 

gumic or  Talmudic Lexicon. 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

foreg.=foregoing. 
fr.=from. 
freq.=frequently. 
Fr.=Friedman (edition). 
Fmnk.=Frankel, v. Darkhe, and M'bo. 
Gem.=G1mara. 
Gen.=Genesis, Book of. 
gen. of=genitive of. 
Geu. R.=Uenesis Rabbah (Midrash 

Rabbah to B'reshith). 
Ges. H. Dict.=Gesenius Hebrew Dic- 

tionary, 8"' German edition. 
Gitt.=Crittin. 
Gloss.=Glossary. 
HabsHabakkuk, Book of. 
Hag.=Haggai, Book of. 
Hag.=HGgigah (Talmud). 
Hall.=Hallah (Mishnah, Tosefta and 

Y'rushalmi). 
Hif.=Hifil. 
Hlldesh. Beitr.=Hildesheimer Beitrage 

zur Geographie Palestinas, Berlin 
1886. 

Hi thpa.=Hit,hpael. 
Hithpo.=Hithpolel. 
Hor.=Horayoth (Talmud). 
Hos.=Hosea, Book of. 
Huck.=Hu$kath (a pericope). 
Hull.==Hullin (Talmud). 
intens.=intensive. 
introd.=introduction (NhhlPB). 
Is.=Isaiah, Boolr of. 
Isp.=Ispeel. 
Ithpa.=Ithpaal. 
Ilhpe.=Ithpeel. 
Jer.=Jeren~iah, Book of. 
Jon.=Jonah. 
Jos.=Josephus. 
Josh.=Joshua, Book of. 
Jud.=Judices, Boolr of Judges. 
K.A.T. =ICeilinschriften und das Alte 
KAT } Testament by Bchrader 

(second edition), Giessen 1883. 
Kel.=Ke]im (Mishnah and Tosefta, the 

latter divided into Baba Kamma, 
~ ' t s i ' a ,  and Bathra). 

Ker.=K'rithoth (Talmud). 
Keth.=K1thuboth (Talmud). 
Kidd.=Kiddushin (Talmud). 
Kil.=Kilayim (Mishnah, Tosefta and 

Talmua Y'rushalmi). 
Kin.=Kinnim (Mishnah). 
Koh.=Koheleth, Book of Ecclesiastes. 
Koh. Ar. Compl. = Kohut in Aruch 

Completum. 
Koh. R.=Koheleth Rabbah (Midrash 

Rabbah to Ecclesiastes). 
I. c.=loco citato or locum citatum. 
Lam.=Lamentations, Book of. 

XVII 

Lam. R. = Lamentations Rabbah 
(Midrash Rabbah to Lam.; Ekhah 
Rabbathi). 

Lev.=Leviticus, Book of. 
Lev. R.=Leviticus Rabbah (Midrash 

Rabbah to Leviticus, Vayyikra 
Rabbah). 

M. K a t . = ~ o k d ~ a t o n  (Talmud). 
Maas. Sh.=Maelser Sheni (Mishnah, 

Tosefta, and Talmud Y'rushalmi). 
Maasr.=MaCasroth (Mishnah, Tosefta, 

and Talmud Y'rushalmi). 
Macc.=Maccoth, Makkoth (Talmud). 
Maim.=Maimonides. 
Makhsh.=Makhshirin (Mishnah and 

Tosefta). 
Mal.=Malachi, Book of. 
marg. vers.=marginal version. 
Mass.=Massekheth (Treatise). 
Mat. K.=Matt'noth K'hunnah (com- 

mentary to Midrash Rabbah). 
M'bo=Frankel, Introductio in Talmud 

Hierosolymitanum. Breslan 1870 
(Hebrew). 

Meg.=M7gillah (Talmud). 
Meil.=M"ilah (Talmud). 
Mekh.=M'khilta(a Midrash to portions 

of Exodus). 
Men.=M'nahoth (Talmud). 
Mic.=Micah, Book of. 
Midd.=Middoth (Mishnah). 
Midr.=Midrash. 

,, Sam.=Midrash Samuel. 
,, Till.=Midrash Tillim (Midrash 
to  Psalms, Shoher Tob). 

Mikv.=Mikvaoth (Mishnah and To- 
sefta). 

Mish.=Mishnah. 
,, N.orNap.=Mishnah, editio Napolis. 
,, Pes.=Mishnah, editio Pesaro. 

Mishp.=Mishpatim (name of a peri- 
Ms.=Manuscript. [cope). 
,, F.=Manuscript Florence. 
,, H.= ,, Hamburg. 
, K ,, Icarlsruhe. 
,, M.= ,, Munich. 
,, O.= ,, Oxford. 
,, R.= ,, Rome. 

Mus.=Musafia (additamenta to Arukh). 
Nah.=Wahum, Book of. 
Naz.=Nazir (Talmud). 
~ e ~ . = ~ ' ~ a ' i m  (Mishnah and Tosefta, 

also a subdivision in Sifra). 
Neh.=Nehemiah, Book of. 
~ e u b .  GBogr.=Neubauer GBographie 

du Talmud, Paris 1868. 
Ned.=NJdarim (Talmud). 
Nidd.=Niddah (Talmud). 
Nif.=Nifal. 

0 



XVnI LIST O F  ABBREVIATIONS 

phraseol.=phraseology. Y'rushalmi,also a pericope inp'sikta). 
Pi.=PiGl. Sm. Ant.=Smith. Dictionary of Greek 

Nithpa.=NithpaEl. r.=root or radix. 
Num.=Numeri, Book of (Numbers). R.=Rab, Rabbi, or Rabbenu. 
Num. R.=Numeri Rabbah (Midrash 1 R.Hash.=Rosh hash-Shanah(Ta1mud) 

Rabbah to Numbers, B'midbar Rab- 
bah). 

Ob.=Obadiah, Book of. 
Ohol.=OhMoth (Ahiloth, Mishnah and 

Tosefta). 
onomatop.=onomatopoetic. 
opin.=opinion. 
opp.=opposed. 
Orl.='0rlah (Mishnah, Tosefta and 

Y'rushalmi). 
oth.=other, another, others. 
P. Sm. = Payne Smith, Thesaurus 

Syriacus. 
Par.=Parah (Mishnah and Tosefta). 
Par.=Parashah, referring to Sifra. 
part.=par ticiple. 
Perl. Et. St.=Perles Etymologische 

Studien, Breslau 1871. 
pers. pron.=personal pronoun. 
Pes.=P'sahim (Talmud). 
Pesik.=P'sikta d'R. KahYna, ed. Buber. 
,, R.=P'siktaRabbathi(ed.Friedman). 
,, Zutr.=P'sikta Zutrathi, ed. Buber. 

Pfl.=Low,Aram~ischePflanzennamen, 
Leipzig 1881. . 

pr. n. m.=proper noun of a male person. Sonc.=Soncino. 
pr. n. pl.=proper noun of a place. Sot.=Sotah (Talmud). 
preced.=preceding. I sub.=subaudi. 

R.S.=RabbenuShimshon (commentarj 
to Mishnah). 

Rabb. D. S.=Rabbinowicz Dikdukb 
Sof'rim(Vari~eLectiones&c.,Munich 
1867-84). 

Rap.=Rapaport, ' ~ r e k h  Millin (Tab 
mudic Cyclopedia, first and onlj 
volume). 

ref.=referring, reference. 
Ruth R.=Ruth Rabbah (Midrash Rab- 

bah to Ruth). 
S.=Sophocles, Qreek Lexicon of the 

Roman and Byzantine Periods 
Boston 1870. 

srsection (Parashah). 
s. v.=sub voce. 
Sabb.=Sabbath (Talmud). 
Sam.=Samuel, Book of. 
Schr.=Schrader, v. KAT. 
Sef. Yets=Sefer Y'tsirah (Book of 

Creation, a Cabalistic work). 
Shebi.=Sh'biith (Mishnah, Tosefta, and 

Y'rushalmi). 
Shebu.=~h'buoth (Talmud). 
Shek.=Shlkalim (Mishnah, Tosefta and 

$.1-1ural. 

pr. n.=proper noun. 
pr.n.f.=proper noun of a female person. 

,, art.=preceding article. 
,, w.= ,, word. 

prep.=preposition. ' 

prob.=probably. 
pron.=pronoun. 
prop.=properly. 
prov.=a proverb. 
Prov.=Proverbs, Book of. 

and RomanAntiquities,Third Ameri- 
can Edition, New-York 1858. 

S'mah.=S'mahoth, Treatise (Abel Rab- 
Snh.=Sanhedrin (Talmud). [bathi). 

Ps.=Psalms, Book of. 
q. v.=quod vide. 

Succ.=Succah (Talmud). 
suppl.=supplemeut(Hosafah) toPesikta 

Rabbathi. 
Taan.=~a'%ni th (Talmud). 
Talm.=Talmud. 
Tam.=Tamid (Talmud). 
Tanh.=Midrash Tanhuma. 

,, ed. Bub. = Midrash Tanhuma 

Targ.=Targum. 
,, O.=Targum Onkelos. 
,> Y.= ,, Y'rushalmi (or Jo- 
nathan). 

Targ. IIrTargum Sheni (to Esther). 
Tem.=T'murah (Talmud). 
Ter.=T'rumoth (Mishnah, Tosefta and 

Y'rushalmi). 
Toh.=TohYroth (Mishnah andTosefta). 
Tosaf.=Tosafoth (Additamenta to Tal- 

mud Babli). 
Tosef.=Tosefta. 

,, ed.Zuck.=Tosefta editio Zucker- 
mandel, Pasewalk 1881. 

Treat.=Treatise (tractatus,Massekheth, 
one of the appendices to Talmud 
Babli). 

Trnsf.=Trausferred. 
trnsp.=transposed or transposition. 
Ukts.='~lftsin (Mishnah and Tosefta). 
usu.=usually. 
v.=vide. 
Var.=Variant. 
var. lect.=variatio lectionis. 
Ven.=Venice. 
vers.=version. 
Vien.=Vienna. 

ws.=words. 
Y.=Y'rushalmi (Palestinean Talmud). 
Yad.=Yadayim (Mishnah and Tosefta). 
Yalk.=Yall!u! (Collectanea from Tal- 

mudim, Midrashim &c.). 
Yeb.=Y'bamo th (Talmud). 
Y'lamd.=Y'lamdenu (a lost book, cor- 

(enlarged), edited, from manuscripts, Zuckern~.=Zuckermann Talmudische 
by Buber, Wilna 1885. Miinzen undGewichte,Breslau 1862. 

' 

By the designation (Talmud) are meant Mishnah, Tosefta and G'mara of Talmud Babli and, eventually, 
Talmud Y'rushalmi. By (Mishnah and Tosefta) or (Mishnah, Tosefta, and Y'rushalmi) is meant a Talmudic treatise in 
the collection of Mishnah kc., to which no discussions in either G'mara or respectively in the Babylonian are extant. 

responding to Tanhuma, quoted in 
Arukh). 

Zab.=Zabim (Mishnah and Tosefta). 
Zakh.=Zakhor (a pericope in P'sikta). 
Zeb.=Z'bahim (Talmud). 
Zech.=Zechariah, Book of. 
Zeph.=Zephaniah, Book of. 
Zuck.=Zuckermandel, v. Tosef. 
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